Dynamic glutaraldehyde fixation of a porcine aortic valve xenograft. I. Effect of fixation conditions on the final tissue viscoelastic properties.
Sixty porcine aortic valves were fixed under dynamic conditions at specific durations, pressures and vibration rates in a 0.5% glutaraldehyde phosphate buffer (pH 7.4, 0.2 M). Tensile relaxation tests were performed at low through high extension rates (0.3, 3 and 30 mm s-1) and tissue denaturation temperatures were determined by the hydrothermal isometric tension method. Conventional statically fixed valves and fresh valves were used as controls. No differences between dynamic and static treatment were observed at pulsation rates above those expected in the physiological range (i.e. above 1.2 Hz) or at higher pressures such as 30 mmHg. However, differences in both stress relaxation rates and denaturation temperatures were delineated in milder fixation conditions, i.e. at low pressures (< 4 mmHg) and low vibration rates similar to that of the normal heart beat (approximately 1.2 Hz). In these conditions the relaxation rate of the dynamically fixed tissue (-7.4 +/- 0.7% of stress remaining per log(s)) was similar to that of the fresh tissue (-6.7 +/- 1.2% log(s-1)) and significantly higher than the statically treated tissue (-3.9 +/- 1.7% log(s-1)). The rates of stress relaxation appeared to be strain rate dependent in both radial and circumferential directions when the tissues were strained at physiological rates during testing (> approximately 15000% min-1). Dynamically treated valves showed higher denaturation temperatures (mean +/- SD) (89.4 +/- 0.5 degree C) compared with the statically fixed (82.7 +/- 1.4 degrees C) or untreated (fresh) valves (65.5 +/- 0.8 degree C). The results suggest a higher degree of internal cross-linking owing possibly to enhanced penetration of the glutaraldehyde reagent and a greater accessability of reactive cross-linking sites on the collagen molecules. Better stress relaxation rates are likely associated with an increase in potential shearing between adjacent collagen fibres thus preserving the natural stress-reducing mechanism of the fresh, untreated valves. The dynamically treated valves therefore possess characteristics that may enable them to better resist long-term mechanical fatigue and in vivo degradation.